
Monday December 4th  

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  

1 affluence (AF loo uhns) N. wealth; abundance of material 

possessions 

2 asset (AS ET) N. any property or other item of value owned 

by a person or business 

3 commensurate (kuh MEN sur it) ADJ. proportionate or equal  

4 depreciate (di PREE shee AYT) V. to become lower in price 

or value  

5 disclosure (di SKLOH zhur) N. act of revealing or making 

known to the public 

Ch. 8 Lesson 3 The Possessive Case  

Choose the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

1 You must understand that the decision is (you, your, yours) 

alone. 

2 The pirates buried (theirs, they’re, their) treasure beneath the 

giant palm tree. 

 

  



Tuesday December 5th  

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  

6 dwindle (DWIN duhl) V. to shrink; to make or become 

smaller  

7 equity (EK wi tee) N. worth or value of property beyond what 

is owed on it 

8 fiscal (FIS kuhl) ADJ. having to do with financial matters  

9 fluctuation (FLUHK choo AY shuhn) N. state of irregular 

change; shifting back and forth uncertainly  

10 inflated (in FLAY tid) ADJ. increased in price or value 

beyond the normal amount 

Ch. 8 Lesson 3 The Possessive Case  

Choose the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

3 Even if a dog wags (it’s, its, their) tail, don’t assume it is 

friendly. 

4 Is this textbook yours, or is it (mine, my, her)? 

 

  



Wednesday December 6th  

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  

11 liability (LY uh BIL i tee) N. debt; anything owed  

12 remunerative (ri MYOO nur uh tiv) ADJ. providing 

payment or reward  

13 stability (stuh BIL i tee) N. steadiness; firmness; state of not 

changing or fluctuating  

14 stipend (STY PEND) N. fixed or regular wage; salary; 

allowance  

15 tabulate (TAB yuh LAYT) V. to arrange facts or figures in 

tables or lists  

Ch. 8 Lesson 3 The Possessive Case  

Choose the pronoun that correctly completes each sentence. 

5 If the house were (they’re, their, theirs), they would take better 

care of it. 

6 If it were (my, me, mine) decision, I would not rush into 

anything. 


